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From its beginning in 1953… Duro Bag has taken pride in 
being the leading premier paper bag manufacturer – annually 
producing several billion bags for all market segments, including 
Food Service. 

In 2014 Duro Bag  became a Novolex™ Brand.
With this acquisition, Novolex™ presents our customers with 
new dynamic retail paper products, food service packaging, and 
specialty �lms. Duro Bag Manufacturing roots will continue to 
remain locked in tradition and cultures of service, quality, 
innovation and sustainability that have fostered the successful 
customer relationships throughout the years. 

Novolex™ is a leader in environmental stewardship.  
Duro Bag has a long standing commitment to the protection 
of the Earth through recycling and product sustainability at 
every level. Examples of this commitment are evident in the 
production process where Duro Bag recycles 100% of all paper 

waste, identi�es and eliminates unnecessary 
packaging and recycles or reuses waste ink.

As an environmentally conscious leader
in the industry, Duro Bag uses water 

based inks and adhesives and was also the 
�rst manufacturer to produce bags made with 

100% Recycled Paper. Duro Bag continues to investigate new 
substrates and manufacturing methods to reduce the impact 
on the planet. Duro Bag o�ers products that meet the Forest 
Stewardship Council and Rainforest Alliance standards. 

Today, Novolex™ continues the tradition of excellence 
with multiple locations, a diverse, long-standing workforce, 
and ample capacity. Novolex™ is positioned for growth, 
change, and innovation. 

Through innovative engineering and focused product 
development, Duro Bag has the unique capability to 
provide you with expertise and quality that can only 
come from decades of experience.  Novolex’s commitment 
to the customer includes a dedicated 
customer service department 
and sales team will assist you 
every step 
of the way.

Duro Bag Manufacturing
The Duro Advantage
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Duro Bag Foodservice

Today’s lifestyle moves at a much faster pace than the days of the Drive-In with waitresses on roller skates and 
classic cars with huge tail fins. Now it’s the Drive-Thru and Carryout that feeds the family, and that means they 
need the right packaging to grab a meal and go.

Kid’s Meal Bags
A fixture in many fast food restaurants, our kid’s meal bags can help with 
promotions such as blockbuster movies, the newest toy fad or new menu choices. 
With a range of printing and paper options, a kid’s meal bag from Novolex will help 
strengthen your company brand. Available custom printed with up to six colors.

Standard sizes: 4lb, 5lb, 6lb, 8lb, 12lb. Modified
Stock substrates: White, Kraft, Recycled Kraft, and Clay Coat

Carryout Bags
Transport food from restaurant to dinner table with Novolex’s carryout bags. 
Available plain or custom printed, our sturdy bags are the ideal eco-friendly choice 
for nearly any restaurant environment, whether you require drive-thru bags for 
burgers and fries, or carryout bags for steak dinner leftovers. 

Standard sizes: 2lb, 3lb, 4lb, 5lb, 6lb, 8lb, 10lb, 12lb, 12lb Modified, 16lb, 20lb, 20lb Shorty, 25lb, and  
25lb. Shorty 

Stock substrates: White, Kraft, and Recycled Kraft

Die-Cut Handle Bags
For fast food salads, breakfast platters, Chinese lunch combos or any other item 
that must remain flat, this unique size is a great option for your carry-out needs. 
With a large, rectangular flat bottom, the reinforced Die-Cut Handle Bag is a 
durable package for your takeout containers. Available plain or custom printed  
with up to four colors. 

Standard size: 11 x 6 x 11
Stock substrates: White and Kraft

Bagel and Donut Bags
Bagels and donuts are the “breakfast du jour” for the on-the-go professional. 
Novolex’s bagel and donut bags are a popular way to maintain that fresh-from-
the-oven taste after your treats leave the bakery. Available plain or custom printed 
with up to four colors.

Standard sizes: 4lb, 5lb, 6lb, 8lb, 10lb, 12lb, 16lb, 20lb, 25lb. 
Stock substrates: White, Kraft, and Recycled Kraft



Grocery Sacks
For those large to-go orders, you will need a multipurpose bag that can hold it all. An eighth, 
seventh or sixth barrel sack from Novolex is sure to fit the bill. Used for catering, pick-up or 
delivery orders, these sacks are square bottomed, giving them the stability to stand up on 
their own. Available plain or custom printed with up to four colors.

Standard sizes: 1/8 BBL, 1/7 BBL, 1/6 BBL
Stock substrates: White, Kraft, and Recycled Kraft

Hot Food to Go Bags 
Assure your customers that their food will stay hot with Novolex’s stock Hot Food to Go Bags. 
Great for convenience stores and sandwich shops that want to keep their fried chicken and hot 
sandwiches piping hot and ready to eat. Our Hot Food to Go Bags keep food warm and are 
re-heatable up to 400 degrees in an oven or microwave. Available plain or custom printed with 
up to four colors.

Standard sizes: 4lb and 8lb.
Stock substrates: White (grease resistant) and Kraft (grease resistant and moisture resistant)

Handle Bags
Customer-preferred Novolex Handle Bags are environmentally friendly and ideal for restaurant 
carry-out items. Available in a 1/7 Handle Down or our patented “Original” 1/6 Handle-Up 
Bag™, these bags assure a reliable grip for carrying large orders. Available plain or custom 
printed with up to four colors.

Standard sizes: 1/6 BBL (Handle Up) and 1/7 BBL (Handle Down)
Stock substrates: White, Kraft, and Recycled Kraft

Shopping Bags
Casual  Dining Carryout is becoming increasingly popular. Novolex offers a wide variety of 
carryout shopping bags to fit clamshells and other restaurant containers perfectly. With strong 
and comfortable paper-twist handles, these sturdy, eco-friendly bags will allow your customers 
to take home a meal for the entire family. Available plain or custom printed with up to six colors.

Standard sizes: Bistro (10 x 6 w x 12), Regal (12 x 9 x 15 w), Super Royal (14 x 10 x 15 w), Grande (16 x 11 x 18 4)
Stock substrates: White, Kraft, Recycled Kraft
Shopping bags are also available in other sizes and substrates with specialized printing options. Additional information is 
available upon request.

Sub and Breadstick Bags
Whether you’re ordering a large submarine sandwich or an individual order of breadsticks, 
Novolex has a bag to fit your needs. Your customers will enjoy the ready-to-eat convenience 
that our bags offer, while you will appreciate the ability to use them for both hot and cold food 
items. Available plain or custom printed with up to four colors.

Standard sizes: Submarine (42 x 22 x 14),  Breadstick (3 x 2a x 12), and Pint Liquor (3w x 24 x 112)
Stock substrates: White and Kraft. Machine Finish, Machine Glaze, and Grease Resistant 
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Hot and Crispy Bags
Ensure that your hand-battered fried chicken or crunchy hushpuppies arrive at their 
destination just the way you prepared them with Novolex’s Hot and Crispy Bag. With a 
patented two-ply packaging design and a scientifically engineered perforation pattern, 
this unique bag maintains the core temperature and crispiness of your hot food items.

Standard sizes: Small (4 x 2 x 9) and Medium (42 x 22 x 14)
Stock substrates: Kraft (Outer)/Kraft Grease Resistant (Inner)
Other sizes and substrates are available as special order items. Additional information is available upon request.

Pretzel, Pastry, Cookie and Sandwich Bags
These specially designed bags are just right for pretzels, pastries and large cookies. 
The convenient bag format (closed on three sides) enables food service employees 
to slide the purchase directly into the bag without wrapping the item first. Novolex 
also offers a side-slit cookie bag and a turnover bag (closed on the bottom and one 
side), which are ideal for bulky sandwiches and oversized scones or pastries. 

Standard sizes: Turnover Bag (46 x 7) and Cookie Bag (62 x 1d x 8 x)
Standard substrate: Kraft Grease Resistant
Other sizes and substrates are available as special order items. Additional information is available upon request.

Window Panel Bread Bags
Novolex’s bread bags feature a unique see-through window panel that entices 
your customers’ senses by allowing them to see your freshly baked bread. The poly 
window panel can be placed in the center, off center, as a panel edge, or as a side 
window, depending on your preference. Available plain or custom printed with up 
to six colors. Also available without the window upon request. 

Standard sizes: Small (32 x 2 x 9), Baguette (32 x 2 x 24), French Bread (42 x 22 x27),  
Small Loaf (62 x 34 x 14), Medium Loaf (62 x34 x 18), Large Loaf (82 x 34 x 14)

Stock substrates: White, Kraft, Machine Glaze Kraft, and Clay Coat

Coupon Bags
Place your store coupons directly into your customers’ hands with Novolex’s 
coupon bags. Drive customers back to your restaurant by printing a perforated 
coupon directly onto the back panel of the bag. This coupon can then be easily 
detached and redeemed the next time they come in. 

Tip-On and Blow-On Bags
Attach a small gift or a peel-off coupon or game piece directly onto your bags 
with Novolex’s Tip-On and Blow-On processes. Your customers will appreciate the 
small gift, which can be fastened to bags of many sizes. The manufacturing process 
that attaches the items can accommodate a variety of sizes and shapes including 
CD’s, 3D stickers, booklets, “fun-size” treats or even moist towelettes. These unique 
additions are sure to grab your customers’ attention.
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